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Information for Stone Academy Students 

 
 
Lincoln Technical Institute (“Lincoln Tech”) recently became aware of the decision made by Stone Academy (“Stone”) to teach 
out all of its programs.   Lincoln Tech is welcoming those Stone students to transfer to Lincoln Tech who have met our institution’s 
eligibility requirements as set forth in the catalog and described in the following Frequently Asked Questions.      
 
Q.1. Can I transfer my credits from my Stone Academy program to a similar Lincoln Tech program? 
A.1. There is no guarantee that Stone students will be able to transfer any credits into a Lincoln Tech program.  An assessment 

will be conducted to determine if any Stone credits transfer into Lincoln Tech’s Practical Nursing or Medical Assistant 
program.  Stone students interested in transferring to Lincoln Tech must also meet Lincoln Tech’s admissions 
requirements described in the Lincoln Tech catalog.   

 
Q.2. What are the steps I would need to complete in order to transfer my credits and be accepted into Lincoln Tech’s programs? 
A.2. First, Lincoln Tech will need to obtain a copy of your Stone transcript to complete an assessment of the courses completed 

and grades issued. Lincoln Tech will make the final decision regarding the acceptance of any Stone credits.  Second, you 
will need to meet the Lincoln Tech admissions requirements as described in the Lincoln Tech catalog.  The list below is 
not inclusive of all admissions requirements. Stone students interested in transferring to Lincoln Tech should review the 
catalog or speak to an admissions representative for the complete description of the admissions requirements.  

 
Practical Nursing: possess a high school diploma or equivalent such as a GED; complete a nursing examination (students 
must exceed the minimum score published in the catalog); complete a Student Learner Assessment; provide proof of full 
COVID-19 vaccination; and complete a criminal background check with acceptable results. 

 
Medical Assistant: possess a high school diploma or equivalent such as a GED; complete a Student Learner Assessment; 
and have reliable Internet capability. 

 
Q.3. Will I need to sign a new enrollment agreement if I decided to enroll at Lincoln Tech? 
A.3. Yes.  The new enrollment agreement will describe several Lincoln Tech policies and tuition and fees for each program. 
 
Q.4. Will I need to start the entire program from the beginning? 
A.4. This depends on the assessment made by Lincoln Tech to determine whether Stone credits will transfer into Lincoln 

Tech’s programs. 
 
Q.5. When will I be able to transfer into Lincoln Tech to complete my program of study? 
A.5. Lincoln Tech has several new class start dates upcoming in 2023.    Please note the New Britain and Shelton campuses 

may have different dates for starting a new term.   Please contact the Shelton campus at (203) 929- 0592 or the New 
Britain campus at (860) 225-8641for more information. 

 
Q.6. Can I use the books provided to me by Stone at Lincoln Tech? 
A.6. Lincoln Tech’s curriculum is separate and distinct from the Stone curriculum and we believe the books used at Stone are 

different from the ones used at Lincoln Tech.   The Lincoln Tech program tuition and fees noted in the catalog and 
enrollment agreement will be inclusive of the textbooks needed to complete the Lincoln Tech program.   

 
Q.7. How much does it cost to attend Lincoln Tech? 
A.7. Lincoln Tech’s tuition and fees are published on the Lincoln Tech website at www.lincolntech.edu/consumerinfo.    
 
Q.8. If I do make my decision to transfer to Lincoln Tech, how do I finance my education at Lincoln Tech? 
A.8. You will need to meet with a financial aid professional at Lincoln Tech to determine the best method for you to finance 

your education.    
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